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1. Overview 

QEI UFLS (Under Frequency Load Shedding) Web Report provides Utilities a data analysis tool to support Under 
Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS). This Web Report is based on data gathered by QEI SCADA system with this data 
being stored in an ODA database server. At present, the Web Report is only implemented where the ODA database 
is Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and higher. 

The report is customized per the customer requirements - the listing of the feeders. 

2. Data Analysis functionality: 

The approach for data analysis consists of following: 

1) The Master Station has defined point for the KW values for each feeder and the for the total system.  Via the 
Master Station Command Sequence scripting, the average KW for each feeder and for the total system is 
put into a 15 minute historical entry (a Hindex).  These values are then transferred to ODA historical tables. 
This step needs to be completed before any further web-based data analysis can be performed. 

2) The user is allowed to sum up any combination of Feeders by choosing which Feeders to sum up using an 
easy drop-down interface. Every time a user runs a report, the sum of custom selected Feeders load (KW) is 
then evaluated as a percentage of total system KW over the past 12 months (or whatever period less than 
12 months where data is available). 

3) After doing above evaluation, a graph is plotted for one month at a time over the past 12 months. The user 
can select any month (from previous 12 months) from an easy drop down interface. 

4) In addition to above graph, a table at the bottom of the report shows the minimum and maximum values of 
the percentage over the past 12 months, including the time and date of the minimum and maximum 
percentages. Note: It is important to keep in mind that the graph shows one month at a time, whereas the 
minimum/maximum table shows calculations over the previous 12 months (or whatever data is available). 

5) The web report can be saved in various formats (such as Excel, Word, CVS) and also be printed (after 
following printing setup guidelines given further in this document). 

6) Every time the report is run, the data analysis computations needs to done for any custom set of Feeders 
the user selects. Therefore it can take some time for report to load. Multiple levels of optimization have been 
performed to reduce this loading time. In addition, if the report is ran again while keeping same set of 
Feeders and is also ran within the same month as last run (thus keeping the same 12 month period), the 
report will run fast. This is especially useful to know if user only needs to select a different month to show on 
the graph from the drop-down menu. 

3. Graphical user-interface walk-through 

1) A link to the web-report (called “UFLS Graph Report”) has already been placed in Internet Explorer (IE) 
browser on the ODA machine. Open IE browser on ODA machine and open this link. 

2) The user should see a web-page which is mostly blank except for some drop-down menus at top for user 
input (see Figure 1  Web Page after initial loading) 

 

Figure 1  Web Page after initial loading 

3) Now first select the Feeders for which the user wants to run the UFLS data analysis using check-boxes in 
the drop-down menu on left which says “Select Feeders to Sum (load KW)”. The Feeder names within this 
drop-down list will be unique depending on each customer and these names were already supplied to QEI 
by customers.  
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Figure 2  Sample Feeders selection for analysis (note: this is just a sample – list is unique to each 
customer) 

4) Next select the month (out of last 12 months) for which the user wants to see the monthly graph. If no month 
selection is made, the current month is chosen by default. 

 

Figure 3  Month selection to show monthly graph (current month is default) 

 

5) Now click on “View Report” button in top right corner of web page. 
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Figure 4  Click on View Report button after making input selections 

6) If this is: 
- The first time report is being ran, 

- If different Feeders are selected from the last time the report was ran, 

- Or if report is ran in a different month than the last run  

a detailed one-year analysis needs to be calculated for the custom selection made by the user. While this 
analysis is being done behind the scene, web-page will display a loading message (Figure 5). Multiple levels 
of optimization have been performed to reduce this loading time to a few minutes. However if selected 
Feeders stay the same and previous 12-month period also stays same, graph will load quickly – such as 
when only month to show on graph is changed before clicking “View Report” 

 

Figure 5  Loading message while data-analysis is done 

7) Finally, a sample output as shown below in Figure 6 will be displayed on web-page: 
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Figure 6  Sample final output of web-page 

8) Referring to Figure 6, the following is a detailed walk-through of final output webpage: 

a. User selected Feeders from left drop-down list (see Step 3) are shown at top of report under the 
title “Selected Feeders in this report”, as a comma separated list for easy reference when report is 
saved/printed. 

b. Also near the top, “Graph below (monthly) shown from” displays the start and end date & time of 
monthly period shown in graph based on month selection made by user (see step 4). This is useful 
when report is saved/printed.  

c. Next, a graph is shown for user selected month. The y-axis displays the sum of custom selected 
Feeders load (KW) as a percentage of total system KW while the x-axis displays time. Both the y-
axis and x-axis are auto-scaled.  

d. If no data is available to show the graph for a particular month (due to lack of archived data) this is 
indicated on graph with a message saying “No data available” (see Figure 7). Note: The min-max 
analysis will still be shown if at least some data was available for previous 12 months. 
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Figure 7  No data available shown if no archived data available 

e. Finally, below the graph is a table that provides minimum-maximum analysis. The min-max 
analysis is done over the past 12 months if this data is available, otherwise it shows the analysis 
over whatever time period (less than 12 months where data is available). To make this clear, user 
is informed of exact period covered in min-max analysis under heading: “Min-max Analysis 
shown from”. The table then shows the minimum % and date and time when it occurred during 

last 12-months and also maximum % and it’s time of occurrence. Note: the % here refers to the 
sum of custom selected Feeders load (KW) as a percentage of total system KW 

4. Saving and Printing Web-Report 

1) To save a web-report after output is shown click on floppy icon in toolbar as shown in Figure 8 below 

 

Figure 8  Saving output of web-page 

2) When choosing a format to save in, it is recommended to use “Excel” or “Word” as these formats will show 
the complete graph on a single page. Unfortunately choosing PDF format will print the graph on two pages. 
If user wants to save the actual graph data that was used for plotting then can select “CSV (comma 
delimited)” option and open the file in any suitable program like MS Excel. Figure 9 below shows the results 
of saving the output in Excel format and then opening it using MS Excel. 
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Figure 9  Shows result of saving in MS excel 

3) Finally to print the report, one first needs to format to fit within a page. Overall this is done by choosing 
landscape mode and making the margins 0.2 inch. Follow below steps for printing: 

a. First click on print icon as shown in toolbar (see Figure 7 above). A print dialogue will come up 
similar to Figure 10.  
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Figure 10  Sample print dialogue after clicking print icon in toolbar 

b. Next click on Properties button to show custom print dialogue for your printer. Select Landscape 
mode. 

c. Next click on Preview button in print dialogue and then Margins button on top. Change all margins 

to 0.2 and click OK as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11  Change all margins to 0.2 

d. Finally after setting Landscape mode and changing the margins, the preview view should show the 
web-page fitting within a page (see Figure 12). Click on Print button at top to finally send to 
selected printer. If needed the print output can also be saved as a file by selecting Print to file 
check-box in initial print dialogue. 
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Figure 12  Final web-page fitting in one-page 

 


